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13th May 2020 

CHPS Virtual Relay Race Challenge – Update! 
 

Dear Parents and Friends of Castle Hill, 

 

We thought you’d like an update on the CHPS Virtual Relay Race Challenge that begun on the 4th May.  Staff, pupils 

and their families from Greenbank and Rooksdown Campus have been tracking their daily exercise and using a 

‘tracking form’ to log their distance. So far, we have travelled an amazing 2098 km/1303 miles! Our aim is to travel all 

the way to Singapore by the 31st May and we are well on our way!  

 

Here is a map of all of the places we have passed along our way! Using our postcode and a radius map; 

 

 
 

Alongside the daily exercise, we are trying to raise money for our school by using a ‘Go Fund Me’ page and asking 

family and friends to kindly sponsor our travels.  

 

We have been overwhelmed by the amount that has been donated so far, especially in these uncertain times. We 
have received almost £600 in donations so far! We plan to use the donations to improve our reading corners in each 
of the classrooms and make them more inviting to really encourage the children to engage in reading. 
 
In true ‘Castle Hill Spirit’, our very own Coach Liam will be adding his own challenge into the mix and will be  
attempting to complete 5 MARATHONS IN 5 DAYS from next Monday 18th - Friday 22nd May to help our cause! 

 

Throughout the day, he will be ‘clocking up the miles’ by completing his daily sports lessons at school alongside the 

children and adding in a few runs at home to help him attempt the 26.2miles (42.195km) per day. Coach Liam has 

pledged, if he does not complete the daily marathon he will be donating £20 for every day he doesn’t hit his target, 

towards the CHPS Relay fund! 
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If you would like to sponsor Coach Liam and give him some encouragement to finish this almighty challenge all you 

need to do is use our ‘Go Fund Me’ page and in the comments type ‘Coach Liam’. 

 

https://www.gofundme.com/castle-hill-primary-virtual-relay-race-challenge 

 

Mr Martin was the first to put £50 in the pot! I think he’s confident Coach Liam will struggle!  

 

Once again, we would like to thank you for the amazing efforts you are all putting in, for the generous donations and 

for really keeping up the ‘CHPS Team Spirit’, Go Team!  

 

Keep an eye out on our Facebook and Twitter pages for daily updates and keep sending us your pictures and videos 

so that we are able to share your efforts. 

https://www.facebook.com/CHPSVirtualRelayRaceChallenge/ 

 

Yours Sincerely,  

 

The CHPS Team 
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